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WHO ARE WE?

MISSION

VISION

We engage in financial management and our company’s headquarters is in Ghana. We
have a branch in Peru with experts in the financial sector.
 
The company's approach encompasses a very versatile and flexible field, always
respecting individual customers and companies.
 
The company believes in establishing strong business ties based on the values of trust
and transparency to build profitable business activities successfully.

 

To be an inclusive company that makes financial management and international money
transactions easier, faster and secured.
 
 

 

To be a leading company in the financial sector worldwide as we bring the dream of a
digital world into reality.
 
 

 



HOW TO BE PART OF OUR
FINARED COMMUNITY?

Have a valid ID or passport (if  you are a foreigner).

Have in your possession 10 FINTCOs  and more. (so you will get your  Finared
 Visa card).

If you are a foreign citizen, you should contact our headquarters for the
requirements that will be requested.

Client must have no criminal record.

To access active products such as   crowdlending,  credit and investments,
client must start with passive products such as fixed term, board plan,
retirement plan and young plan.

 

 

 

 

 
 

WHAT IS FINTCO?

FINTCO is a token from the Ethereum network, the initial blockchain that we will
use through the effectiveness of it’s smart contract and providing a backup to our
customers with it. This token will be linked to the app wallet of our FINARED APP
and in the future our token will go to its own blockchain to provide better support to
our customers.
 
You can buy Fintcos  by going to the page www.fintco.io



 FINTCO FIXED DEPOSIT

If you already have FINTCOs  and want to get more profit, you must ask FINARED
to place your coins on a fixed term for one year by completing the following
steps:

STEP N°  1 

Request FINARED to pass your FINTCO on a fixed term to generate
good interest for you.

STEP N° 2

Entregar su pasaporte notariado a FINARED y el formulario llenado con
los datos del titular de las FINTCO'S que enviaremos.

STEP N° 3

The holder will receive a FIXED TERM contract for 1 year,  in which the
interest earned with the terms and conditions will be indicated.

STEP N° 4

The customer will receive a FINARED prepaid card, through which the
interest earned by their FINTCOs will be paid.

Fixed-term plans are three:
 
- Standard Fixed Term
 
- Fixed Term Grow.
 
- Fixed VIP Term.



 FINTCO CREDIT

If you already have the FINTCO fixed-term product and / or an investment in gold
and silver, you will have the opportunity to acquire a fiat money credit (cash
money) from us.
 
After starting the investment plan (FIXED TERM, GOLD AND SILVER
INVESTMENT program), you will receive a line of credit (FINARED CREDIT
CARD) in six months' time with the value of approximately 300 FINTCOs for
consumption  which will serve as an evaluation for a larger loan.
 
The loan that FINARED will give after 1 year of having an investment plan with us
are for individuals, companies  and vehicle or mortgage purposes with interest
rates according to the laws and regulations of the country of origin of our client.
 
 
 



FINTCO CURRENCY
EXCHANGE (IN
DEVELOPMENT)

We offer a fast and safe way to exchange currencies wherever you are with a
competitive exchange rate. We minimize the risks of moving cash when switching
from dollars to any currency of your choice in a physical exchange house or
money changer.
 
All operations you perform are kept in reserve and protected by security
certificates.  Your identity is never revealed and you receive the funds directly
from your bank in a few minutes.
 
We publish our exchange rates of purchase and sale daily on our website, our
spreads are maintained and do not usually vary during the day.
 
We are registered with SBS as a currency exchange operation company and
supervised in the prevention of money laundering and terrorist financing.

 
 



CROWDLENDING

Want an investment for your project but can't get it?  Want to invest but don't
know in what?   Finared crowdlending is what you need.
 

What is crowdlending?
 
It consists of a loan between people, which does not require large amountS to
finance a project.
 
We will help you get investors through our platform, with a prior assessment of
the feasibility of your project. Once the amount you need is reserved for your
project, it will get into an escrow account where it will be administered properly
between investors, FINARED and a representative of your company.
 
You will be disbursed according to the progress of your project, which will be
supervised by FINARED.
 
The investor will receive monthly interest on their investment (interest upon
project risk assessment). Once the project is initiated, the investor will have a risk
support with the  trust..

 
 

 



PAYMENTS, SERVICES AND
REMITTANCES

Unlimited purchases around the world without a bank account.

Purchases on all websites, streams  and stores around the world in any
currency and without commissions.

You will be able to recharge your mobiles and pay for your services wherever
you are. You will be able to make immediate and secure transfers between
your family and friends who use our card anywhere in the world.

 
By belonging to our community, you can purchase a FINARED card with which
you can make:
 

 

 

 
You will also have the following benefits:
 
The money deposited does not expire and  accumulates.
There is no ITF charge.
Unpackable card.
It has a security key.
SIX FREE WITHDRAWALS THROUGH THE UNICARD NETWORK.
 
Check balances and movements in La Mágica App.
 
 
 
For more information write to us at info@finaredgroup.com

 



FINTCO YOUTH PLAN

The youth plan is all about saving up to the initial fee of your children's university
studies, accumulating a fund for a certain period of time. At the end of this period,
your children will be able to receive the fund with the profit generated on their
FINARED card.
 
The applicant must be 18 years of age or older, having at least one child, who
must be between 0 and 18 years of age.
 
You can withdraw the amount from your fund if you wish after a minimum of one
year and with the return generated until then.
 
To start your Youth plan, you must buy 2000 Fintcos and above. Monthly transfer
of 5  Fintcos   will be made as a gift for your child and at the end of the period you
will be awarded 2000  Fintcos  or more,additional (depending on the amount of
 Fintcos you buy and a FINARED card with the total amount accumulated in the
name of the beneficiary will be given once you have reached the age of 18,
incase you withdraw the fund before the beneficiary reaches the the required age,
the card will be in the applicant's name.
 
 
 
For more information on your personalized plan write to us at
info@finaredgroup.com and we will contact you.
 
 
 

 
 

 



 FINTCO PENSION PLAN

You can enter our Fitnco Retirement Plan from the age of 18 to 65. You must buy
30  Fintcos and above monthly   which will generate profit. At the end of the
period, we will give you a FINARED card with the accumulated total  (including
your initial capital and your profit*)
 
You can withdraw your fund any time you want (minimum from the first
year),which will be credited to your FINARED card with the total profit
accumulated up to that point.
 
 
 
 
 
For more information on your personalized plan write to us at
info@finaredgroup.com and we will contact you.
 



 FINTCO SUSU PLAN

You can join our Fintco susu Plan and to start with our FINARED community,  you
need the following:
 
-  Pay between 10 to 300 fintcos monthly  until the end of the year.
-  Fill the CIS to enter the joint group.
 
These are the benefits: You will receive monthly benefits, get your FINARED
card, qualify for our institution and other financial products.
 
 
For more information on your personalized plan write to us at
info@finaredgroup.com and we will contact you.



GOLD & SILVER
INVESTMENT

FINARED and its strategic ally (EXMID LTD), a mining company   have launched an investment
program of fixed deposit with gold and silver through a financial document called  CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT (CD) with a validity period of 10 years.
 
This Certificate is backed by the gold and silver reserves that EXMID LTD has, with an
approximate value of 500 kilos (999-NGD and with a projection of 500 kilos more in reserve by
the end of 2020) which will be kept in custody through  SKR (SAFE  KEEPING RECEIPTS), in a
vault of a warehouse (AGB COMPANY LIMITED) authorized by MINERALS COMMISSION OF
GHANA.
 
The document (FINARED CD) that will be delivered to the client, will be notarized to give it the
truth and authenticity, with which our client will be creditor of annual interests for the period of
10 years validity which gives more value to the CD.
 
From the first year after the CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT has been issued, the client may request
a line of credit with FINARED.  The client may sell his CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT  to third parties
and / or leave it as a guarantee for future credits with prior notice to FINARED.All deposits for
this type of program will be made with our correspondent banks such as Access Bank, UBA
Bank, etc.
 
The client at the time of carrying out the operation will receive the following:
 
FINARED CD (CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT- VALID  FOR 10 YEARS).
 
FINTCO GOLD COIN (FINEGOLD 24K - 999) 
FINTCO SILVER COIN (FINESILVER 999) 
 
 
* The currency the client receives depends on the plan in which it is, if it is gold and / or silver.

 
 
 
 
 



GOLD CERTIFICATE AND
COIN MODEL

2020

1 g 999 FINE GOLD

COLLECTION COIN

2020

COLLECTION COIN

1 g 999 FINE GOLD



2020

1 g 999 FINE SILVER

COLLECTION COIN

2020

COLLECTION COIN

1 g 999 FINE SILVER

SILVER CERTIFICATE AND
COIN MODEL



CONTACT  US

info@finaredgroup.com

www.finaredgroup.com
 
volta place /4 FLOOR
35 PATRICE LUMUMBA ROAD
AIRPORT RESIDENCIAL AREA
ACCRA- GHANA

+233 (0) 551491904



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All fixed terms are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), its reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of the 

currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Fixed annual effective interest rate until the maturity of the deposit. Monthly interest payment. This deposit will be automatically renewed when it expires 

under the conditions that FINARED has established at that time, in case the client wishes to cancel it, they must communicate 30 business days before the 

expiration of the fixed term. 

3. The return of the capital is from the third month, capital plus interest calculated until that date is returned, without penalty costs. If the client maintains his 

account, he can increase his amount within the year always before the program start date until the 15th of each month. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

5. Interest rates undergo small daily variations according to the currency exchange and the financial market. 

 

FIXED TERM RATE STANDARD FINTCO 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT 
 

DEPOSIT AMOUNT (FINTCO) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES TIME 

 
FIXED TERM STANDARD 

FINTCO 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

365 DAYS 

1000 4999 3.38% 26 -30 FINTCO 

5000 9999 3.86% 41 FINTCO 

10000 99999 4.33% 
42 FINTCO- 400 FINTCO 

100000 999999 4.70% 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All fixed terms are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), its reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of the 

currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Fixed annual effective interest rate until the maturity of the deposit. This deposit will be automatically renewed upon maturity under the conditions that 

FINARED has established at that time (this type of minimum deposit for a period of 2 years to generate the interest shown in the table), in case the client wishes 

to cancel it, they must communicate 30 days working before the expiration of the fixed term, the interest generated monthly increases the initial capital; at the 

end of the period, the client will charge his initial capital plus the interest earned. 

3. The return of the capital is from the third month, capital plus interest calculated until that date is returned, without penalty costs. If the client maintains his 

account, he can increase his amount within the year always before the program start date until the 15th of each month. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

 

FIXED TERM RATE GROW FINTCO 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT 
 

DEPOSIT AMOUNT (FINTCO) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES TIME 

 
FIXED TERM GROW 

FINTCO 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

 (2-5 YEARS) 

1000 4999 3.78% 26 -30 FINTCO 

5000 9999 4.26% 41 FINTCO 

10000 99999 4.73% 
42 FINTCO- 400 FINTCO 

100000 999999 5.10% 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All fixed terms are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), its reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of the 

currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Fixed annual effective interest rate until the maturity of the deposit. Monthly interest payment. This deposit will be automatically renewed upon maturity 

under the conditions that FINARED has established at that time, in case the client wishes to cancel it, they must communicate 30 business days before the 

expiration of the fixed term, the funds must be deposited at least 5 years to generate those interests. shown in the box. 

3. The return of the capital is from the third month, capital plus interest calculated until that date is returned, without penalty costs. If the client maintains his 

account, he can increase his amount within the year always before the program start date until the 15th of each month. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

5. Interest rates undergo small daily variations according to the currency exchange and the financial market. 

6. * The interest percentage will be negotiated with the client after the first month. 

FIXED TERM RATE VIP FINTCO 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT 
 

DEPOSIT AMOUNT (FINTCO) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES TIME 

 
FIXED TERM VIP FINTCO 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

 (5 YEARS) 

10000 99999 6.50% 26 -30 FINTCO 

100000 999999 7.50% 41 FINTCO 

1000000 9999999 8.87% 
42 FINTCO- 400 FINTCO 

10000000 A MÁS 10%* 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All fixed terms are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), its reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of the 

currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. The deposited fund will be kept until the 16th birthday of the client's son who deposited the fund. The funds will be used for university and / or business use, 

the client will receive the entire fund that was deposited plus the interest earned for all the years that the deposit is established. 

3. The return of the capital is from the third month, capital plus interest calculated until that date is returned, without penalty costs. If the client maintains his 

account, he can increase his amount within the year always before the program start date until the 15th of each month. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

5. Interest rates undergo small daily variations according to the currency exchange and the financial market. 

 

FIXED TERM RATE YOUTH FINTCO 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT 
 

DEPOSIT AMOUNT (FINTCO) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES AGES 

 
FIXED TERM VIP FINTCO 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

 0 – 16 
YEARS 

2000 4999 3.88% 26 -30 FINTCO 

5000 9999 4.36% 41 FINTCO 

10000 99999 4.83% 
42 FINTCO- 400 FINTCO 

100000 999999 5.20% 



 
FINTCO 2020 PENSION PLAN RATE   

REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FINTCO PENSION 
PLANS 

 

 
AGE 

  FINTCO/MONTH  YEARS  INPUT  PROFIT GENERATED  TOTAL RECEIVED  
   

DEPOSIT 
 

OF CONTRIBUTION 

 

TOTAL CLIENT 

 

FOR FINARED 

 

AT 65 YEARS 

 

        

         

          

18  30 47 16,920.00 8,460.00 25,380.00  

19  30 46 16,560.00 8,280.00 24,840.00  

20  30 45 16,200.00 8,100.00 24,300.00  

21  30 44 15,840.00 7,920.00 23,760.00  

22  30 43 15,480.00 7,740.00 23,220.00  

23  30 42 15,120.00 7,560.00 22,680.00  

24  30 41 14,760.00 7,380.00 22,140.00  

25  30 40 14,400.00 7,200.00 21,600.00  

26  30 39 14,040.00 7,020.00 21,060.00  

27  30 38 13,680.00 6,840.00 20,520.00  

28  30 37 13,320.00 6,660.00 19,980.00  

29  30 36 12,960.00 6,480.00 19,440.00  

30  30 35 12,600.00 6,300.00 18,900.00  

31  30 34 12,240.00 6,120.00 18,360.00  

32  30 33 11,880.00 5,940.00 17,820.00  

33  30 32 11,520.00 5,760.00 17,280.00  

34  30 31 11,160.00 5,580.00 16,740.00  

35  30 30 10,800.00 5,400.00 16,200.00  

36  30 29 10,440.00 5,220.00 15,660.00  

37  30 28 10,080.00 5,040.00 15,120.00  

38  30 27 9,720.00 4,860.00 14,580.00  

39  30 26 9,360.00 4,680.00 14,040.00  

40  30 25 9,000.00 4,500.00 13,500.00  

41  30 24 8,640.00 4,320.00 12,960.00  

42  30 23 8,280.00 4,140.00 12,420.00  

43  30 22 7,920.00 3,960.00 11,880.00  

44  30 21 7,560.00 3,780.00 11,340.00   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   FINTCO PENSION    
PLANS 

 
 

45 30 20 7,200.00 3,600.00 10,800.00 

46 30 19 6,840.00 3,420.00 10,260.00 

47 30 18 6,480.00 3,240.00 9,720.00 

48 30 17 6,120.00 3,060.00 9,180.00 

49 30 16 5,760.00 2,880.00 8,640.00 

50 30 15 5,400.00 2,700.00 8,100.00 

51 30 14 5,040.00 2,520.00 7,560.00 

52 30 13 4,680.00 2,340.00 7,020.00 

53 30 12 4,320.00 2,160.00 6,480.00 

54 30 11 3,960.00 1,980.00 5,940.00 

55 30 10 3,600.00 1,800.00 5,400.00 

56* 30 9 3,240.00 1,620.00 4,860.00 

57* 30 8 2,880.00 1,440.00 4,320.00 

58* 30 7 2,520.00 1,260.00 3,780.00 

59* 30 6 2,160.00 1,080.00 3,240.00 

60* 30 5 1,800.00 900.00 2,700.00 

61* 30 4 1,440.00 720.00 2,160.00 

62* 30 3 1,080.00 540.00 1,620.00 

63* 30 2 720.00 360.00 1,080.00 

64* 30 1 360.00 180.00 540.00  



 
 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

 

 

1. All retirement plans are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), their reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the 

referential change of the currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

 

2. The profit generated by FINARED is stipulated according to the time the deposit is kept for collection at the end of the term, which is 65 years 

where the client collects all of the money collected plus the profit generated. 

 

 

 

5. * Clients from 56 years to 64 years are included in the program package, always ensuring that the accumulated amount is collected from the 

client or the person who remains as a reference indicated in the contract that will be delivered to the client. 

3.  The  return  of  the  capital  is  from  the  third  year,  capital  plus  interest  calculated  until  that  date  is  returned,  without penalty  costs.  If  the  client

maintains his account, he can increase his amount within the year always before the program start date until the 15th of each month.
 
In the event of withdrawing before the third year, only the capital contributed will be delivered.
 
4.  The  client  cannot  have  a  history  of  money  laundering  such  as:  drug  trafficking,  corruption,  tax  fraud, pimping,  terrorism, migrant  smuggling,
 
etc.



 

SUSU PLAN FINTCO 

FINTCO SUSU PLAN RATES 2020 

REFERENTIAL PRICE : 1 FINTCO (PIC) =  1 USD 

 FINTCO SUSU 
PLAN 

FINTCO / MONTH CONTRIBUTION AMOUNT MONTHLY BENEFIT TOTAL RECEIVED 
 

GUARANTEE TO BE RETURNED 

DEPOSIT TIME ( MONTHS) TOTAL CLIENT GENERATED BY FINARED IN SUSU (ALL) AT THE END OF THE CYCLE  

10 10 100.00 0.010 100.10 10 

15 10 150.00 0.015 150.15 15 

20 10 200.00 0.020 200.20 20 

25 10 250.00 0.025 250.25 25 

30 10 300.00 0.028 300.28 30 

35 10 350.00 0.030 350.30 35 

40 10 400.00 0.035 400.35 40 

45 10 450.00 0.038 450.38 45 

50 10 500.00 0.040 500.40 50 

55 10 550.00 0.045 550.45 55 

60 10 600.00 0.050 600.50 60 

65 10 650.00 0.055 650.55 65 

70 10 700.00 0.058 700.58 70 

75 10 750.00 0.060 750.60 75 

80 10 800.00 0.065 800.65 80 

85 10 850.00 0.068 850.68 85 

90 10 900.00 0.070 900.70 90 

95 10 950.00 0.075 950.75 95 

100 10 1,000.00 0.080 1,000.80 100 

105 10 1,050.00 0.085 1,050.85 105 

110 10 1,100.00 0.088 1,100.88 110 

115 10 1,150.00 0.090 1,150.90 115 

120 10 1,200.00 0.095 1,200.95 120 

125 10 1,250.00 0.098 1,250.98 125 

130 10 1,300.00 0.100 1,301.00 130 

135 10 1,350.00 0.105 1,351.05 135 

140 10 1,400.00 0.110 1,401.10 140 



 

145 10 1,450.00 0.115 1,451.15 145 

150 10 1,500.00 0.118 1,501.18 150 

155 10 1,550.00 0.120 1,551.20 155 

160 10 1,600.00 0.125 1,601.25 160 

165 10 1,650.00 0.130 1,651.30 165 

170 10 1,700.00 0.135 1,701.35 170 

175 10 1,750.00 0.138 1,751.38 175 

180 10 1,800.00 0.140 1,801.40 180 

185 10 1,850.00 0.145 1,851.45 185 

190 10 1,900.00 0.148 1,901.48 190 

195 10 1,950.00 0.150 1,951.50 195 

200 10 2,000.00 0.155 2,001.55 200 

205 10 2,050.00 0.160 2,051.60 205 

210 10 2,100.00 0.165 2,101.65 210 

215 10 2,150.00 0.168 2,151.68 215 

220 10 2,200.00 0.170 2,201.70 220 

225 10 2,250.00 0.175 2,251.75 225 

230 10 2,300.00 0.178 2,301.78 230 

235 10 2350.00 0.180 2,351.80 235 

240 10 2400.00 0.185 2,401.85 240 

245 10 2450.00 0.190 2,451.90 245 

250 10 2500.00 0.195 2,501.95 250 

255 10 2550.00 0.198 2,551.98 255 

260 10 2600.00 0.200 2,602.00 260 

265 10 2650.00 0.205 2,652.05 265 

270 10 2700.00 0.210 2,702.10 270 

275 10 2750.00 0.215 2,752.15 275 

280 10 2800.00 0.218 2,802.18 280 

285 10 2850.00 0.220 2,852.20 285 

290 10 2900.00 0.225 2,902.25 290 

295 10 2950.00 0.228 2,952.28 295 

300 10 3000.00 0.230 3,002.30 300 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

 

1. All the Board plans are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), their reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change 

of the currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Clients will receive the funds on their FINARED cards, also with their monthly benefits. 

3. Of the 12 months in total contribution, the following parameters will be considered: 

- MONTH 1: They must make the deposit to start the meeting (REMAINS AS A GUARANTEE) and they will also deliver a FINARED CARD. 

- MONTH 2-11: From month 2 the monthly payments must be made and also the deposit of the total amount of the meeting will be made 

(includes the value of the capital multiplied 10 times plus the monthly benefits) according to the number that I touch 

- MONTH 12: Return of the guarantee (Only if you have complied with the monthly payments of the meeting). 

 

4. Meetings of 10 people will be formed for which the requirements to enter is to have their CIS (complete customer information) complete, to be a faithful 

compliance with payments, a draw will be made and the dates that the customer will receive their total fund will be indicated; The monthly benefits that you will 

receive on your card are generated as an extra that clients will receive monthly until the end of the meeting. 

5. Clients can renew their meeting at the end of each cycle, the client can continue with the same amount or increase it, it is their own decision. Clients who do 

not comply with the monthly payments will be withdrawn from the meeting and the amounts accumulated before the receipt of the fund will not be returned, 

thus forming a penalty with the client. 

 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All the programs are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), their reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of 

the currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Fixed annual effective interest rate until the maturity of the document (10 years). This document has a financial value for our entity, which, from the first year, 

the client can use this document for sale to a third party and use it as a guarantee for a loan. The client must notify FINARED with 7 useful days in advance in the 

case that he wishes to make a transfer to a third person who will be the new beneficiary, the new client will go through our risk system to avoid money laundering. 

3. The document (FINARED CD) that will be delivered to the client will be notarized to give it the truth and authenticity, with which our client will be creditor of 

annual interests for the period of validity (10 years), this gives more value to the CD in the financial market. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

5. Interest rates undergo small daily variations according to the currency exchange and the financial market. 

INVESTMENT PLAN IN GOLD FINARED CD 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT DEPOSIT AMOUNT (PIC) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES VALIDITY 

GOLD DEPOSIT 
CERTIFICATE 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

10 YEARS 

1000 4999 3.98% 10 -15 FINTCO 

5000 9999 4.46% 18-25 FINTCO 

10000 99999 5.23% 
26-40 FINTCO 

               100000 999999 5.60% 



 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: 

1. All the programs are subject to our FINTCO cryptocurrency (PIC), their reference value is US $ 1; All FINARED products are subject to the referential change of 

the currency in dollars, any change will be communicated to customers. 

2. Fixed annual effective interest rate until the maturity of the document (10 years). This document has a financial value for our entity, which, from the first year, 

the client can use this document for sale to a third party and use it as a guarantee for a loan. The client must notify FINARED with 7 useful days in advance in the 

case that he wishes to make a transfer to a third person who will be the new beneficiary, the new client will go through our risk system to avoid money laundering. 

3. The document (FINARED CD) that will be delivered to the client will be notarized to give it the truth and authenticity, with which our client will be creditor of 

annual interests for the period of validity (10 years), this gives more value to the CD in the financial market. 

4. The client cannot have a history of money laundering such as: drug trafficking, corruption, tax fraud, pimping, terrorism, migrant smuggling, etc. 

5. Interest rates undergo small daily variations according to the currency exchange and the financial market. 

INVESTMENT PLAN IN SILVER FINARED CD 2020 
REFERENTIAL PRICE: 1 FINTCO (PIC) = 1 USD 

PRODUCT DEPOSIT AMOUNT (PIC) RATES OPERATING EXPENSES VALIDITY 

SILVER DEPOSIT 
CERTIFICATE 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM % (AMOUNT) 

10 YEARS 

100 399 3.98% 10 -15 FINTCO 

300 499 4.46% 18-25 FINTCO 

500 699 5.23% 
26-40 FINTCO 

                      700 999 5.60% 




